Abstract-An important issue of supporting multi-user video streaming over wireless networks is how to optimize the systematic scheduling by intelligently utilizing the available network resources while, at the same time, to meet each video's Quality of Service (QoS) requirement. In this work, we study the problem of video streaming over multi-channel multi-radio multihop wireless networks, and develop fully distributed scheduling schemes with the goals of minimizing the video distortion and achieving certain fairness. We first construct a general distortion model according to the network's transmission mechanism, as well as the rate distortion characteristics of the video. Then, we formulate the scheduling as a convex optimization problem, and propose a distributed solution by jointly considering channel assignment, rate allocation, and routing. Specifically, each stream strikes a balance between the selfish motivation of minimizing video distortion and the global performance of minimizing network congestions. Furthermore, we extend the proposed scheduling scheme by addressing the fairness problem. Unlike prior works that target at users' bandwidth or demand fairness, we propose a media-aware distortion-fairness strategy which is aware of the characteristics of video frames and ensures maxmin distortion-fairness sharing among multiple video streams. We provide extensive simulation results which demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed schemes.
channels, and each radio can only access one channel at a time. Therefore, if each network node has multiple radio interfaces, it can then utilize a larger amount of bandwidth, and hence achieve a higher system capacity [2] , [3] .
Such an improved bandwidth and capacity network poses a bright application foreground for large data video communications. However, there are huge and different kinds of videos streaming from different users which may influence each other and thus, it is essential to enforce a scheduling policy designed for suitable video metrics and efficient network utilization, preferably in a distributed manner. Indeed, the problem of video scheduling over multi-channel multi-radio networks is, compared to traditional data communications in wireless multi-hop networks, further complicated by the heterogeneity in both the network conditions and application contents, including i) channel-assignment: how to assign the channels that each link should be operated on? ii) rate allocation: how to allocate the appropriate rate to the given channels and links? iii) routing: how to select the potential channels and links that minimize total video distortion? and iv) fairness: how to provide a distortion-fairness for multiuser streaming different video clips concurrently? These four problems interact with each other, and thus form a challenging cross-layer control problem across the MAC layer and the application layer.
In this work, our objective is to propose a distributed video scheduling scheme in multi-channel multi-radio networks so as to minimize the total video's distortion and achieve a certain fairness. We first identify an objective function that balances the requests of the users and network operators, and then study how to construct a stable, dynamic and fair framework that optimizes for this objective. For ease of exposition, in the rest of the paper to avoid the confusion, we will use of the term "scheduling" to refer to the combined operation of channel assignment, rate allocation and routing. Although some scheduling protocols can be obtained via extending the current algorithms in [1] , [2] , [5] that are known to achieve the maximum system capacity or throughput for multi-channel multi-radio networks. However, these works completely ignore the transmission content. In addition, these works target at elastic communications, where users do not have stringent deadline constraints. Therefore, due to the characteristics of video content and the deadline requirement of video applications, these solutions may not be optimal for delivering multiuser, delay-constrained video applications. This point will be 0733-8716/10/$25.00 c 2010 IEEE validated by the simulation results presented in Section IV of this paper.
Recently, many scheduling schemes have been proposed for video streaming over wireless multi-hop networks ( [12] and [13] provide a good overview). We summarize our contributions and the differences between our work and previous related works in the following.
• We provide a novel distributed video scheduling scheme in the context of multi-channel multi-radio multi-hop wireless networks. The support for multi-user video streams in this network requires appropriate joint channel assignment, rate control and multi-path routing measure, ascertaining the reasonable routes for transmitting each stream and the rate of the video to be delivered over the chosen routes. Different from previous works on video scheduling in single-channel multihop wireless networks [9] , [12] , [14] or multiple wireless networks [10] , [11] in which channel assignment is not a concern, we consider the scheduling problem in the newly emerged networks and propose an efficient assignment algorithm. Moreover, unlike conventional works that consider routing for data traffic over wireless networks [6] , [8] , [9] , we take into account the specific video characteristics in the routing and rate control scheme. Network congestion is considered in the channel assignment, rate allocation and routing metric, to meet the stringent delay requirement for video transmission. In addition, each video's rate-distortion characteristic is also taken into account in the joint routing and rate control procedure to provide multiple streams with various video contents. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first one to deal with the video scheduling problem in the newly multi-channel networks.
• We extend the scheduling scheme by proposing a strategy of media-aware distortion-fairness, which is aware of the characteristics of video contents and ensures max-min distortion-fairness sharing among video streams. Every time when we talk about scheduling, fairness must be incorporated, as otherwise we will end up with a serious unfairness on network resource allocation, which has been shown by previous researches [15] , [16] . There are existing works on max-min QoS fair sharing, such as [5] , [15] , [16] , [25] , [26] . These algorithms employ an explicit utility function of stream rate, but the video content is not taken into consideration. The work in [5] is not specifically developed for video and it does not take into account the special characteristics of application. What is more, the distributed algorithms in [15] , [16] , [25] , [26] may need lots of compute complexity and their performances may vary dramatically such that the video quality fluctuates and the perceptual quality may be poor. It is worth noting that our method is also different from [15] , [16] . Specifically, we do not employ any explicit utility function, but instead we use the importance of every frame which can be easily and explicitly calculated using the method in [23] . Furthermore, our scheme is content awareness and is operated over both links and sources, so our scheme belongs to perstream performance guarantee, which is also different from IntServ [17] architecture that offers application performance guarantees. In addition, our work has fundamental differences with DiffServ [18] which manages resources with the granularity of traffic classes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the video distortion model, and formulates the scheduling as a convex optimization problem. In Section III, we propose a distributed minimum distortion scheduling scheme for video streaming over multi-channel multi-radio networks. Then, some simulation results and comparisons are provided for the corresponding scheme in Section IV. We extend the scheduling scheme by addressing the fairness problem, and provide a media-aware distortion-fairness strategy in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper and points to future work.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
For the distortion of wireless video transmission, we employ an additive model to capture the total video distortion as [10] , [21] , [22] , and the overall distortion D all can be obtained by:
where the distortion introduced by source compression is denoted by D comp , and the additional distortion caused by packet loss is denoted by D loss . According to [21] , D comp can be approximated by:
where R is the rate of the video stream, θ, R 0 and D 0 are the parameters of the distortion model which depend on the encoded video sequence as well as on the encoding structure. Likewise, D comp can be modeled by a linear model related to the packet loss rate P loss :
where α depends on parameters related to the compressed video sequence [21] . In a bandwidth-limited network, this combined loss rate can be further modeled based on the M/G/1 queuing model. In this case, the delay distribution of packets over a multi-hop network is exponential [9] , [22] :
where P r{·} denotes probability, T reflects the delay constraint and λ is the arriving rate which is determined by the average delay:
In what follows, we study E{Delay} in the context of a specific wireless network. Consider a multi-channel multi-radio wireless network with N = {1, ...n..., N } nodes, L = {1, ...l..., L} links, N f nonoverlapping frequency channels and each node n ∈ N is equipped with N n network interfaces. The basic network model is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In order to take into account possible channel diversity, we denote r c l as the rate at link l ∈ L can transfer data on channel c, provided that there are no interfering links transmitting on channel c at the same time. Besides, there are S = {1, ...s..., S} users in the system, and each user s ∈ S is associated with a source node and a destination node. The traffic from each user may be routed over multiple alternate paths. Let 
where
and r
R s in (7) represents the video rate of user s. Considering the interference relationship, for each link l, it is assumed that there is a set I l of links that interfere with l. That is, if link l and another link in I l are transmitting on the same channel at the same time, neither of the links can transfer data, which is similar to the CSMA/CA mechanism used in 802.11 networks [20] , [29] . We assume that each radio can only tune to one channel at any given time and switch channels dynamically as in [2] , [6] . Therefore, for link l to successfully communicate on channel c, both the sending and receiving nodes must tune one radio to channel c. In this case, the total LBR in I l can be defined as:
Congestion over each wireless link is measured as the average delay for all packets traversing that link. Following the classic M/G/1 queuing model, the average packet delay over a link is inversely proportional to the Potential Transmission Ability (PTA) [24] . Motivated by [19] , we can set PTA of link l as:
where γ > 1 is an over-provisioning factor. Therefore, we can model the average packet delay for path j of user s 1 :
1 In practice, congestion may be a more complicated function of rate as predicted by M/G/1 model. However, this expression can be viewed as an approximation of the average link delay, capturing the non-linear increase of delay with total channel time utilization.
where ω is the average packet size. Therefore,
Taking into account the average packet loss rate P B due to transmission errors, the total packet loss rate for path j of user s is then:
The total distortion for path j of user s from packet loss can be expressed as
Based on the previous discussions, we seek a joint optimal scheduling outcome M to achieve the overall minimum video distortion:
subject to
where θ s , R 0 s and D 0 s in (15) are the corresponding parameters for user s ∈ S. Intuitively, the reconstructed video quality is affected by the user's source rate R s , the channel rate r c l , and the routing information [M l sj ]. As mentioned before, this scheduling problem is implicitly coupled with a channel assignment, a rate allocation problem and a multi-path routing problem. In the next section, we propose a distributed algorithm where each source, each link and each channel jointly solve this scheduling problem through efficient cooperation.
III. DISTRIBUTED MINIMUM-DISTORTION SCHEDULING SCHEME
The optimization problem defined in (15)- (18) involves several network layers, and we propose a 3-step method to resolve this problem. First, we propose a channel assignment algorithm by using convex programming formulation to simplify the goal function, and the constraints placed by nodes, links, and channels to "fix" the rate allocation and routing. We aim st constructing the mapping relationship between the channel assignment and video distortion. Second, we develop a joint rate allocation and multi-path routing algorithm to achieve the trade-off between the coding distortion and network congestion. Third, we provide the exact operation steps for the distributed minimum-distortion scheduling (DMDS) solution based on channel assignment, rate allocation and multi-path routing computed in the previous two steps. The system diagram of the distributed scheduling scheme is displayed in Fig. 2 .
A. Channel Assignment
In the processing of channel assignment, we focus on every node to select "optimal channels" to achieve minimum video distortion. However, it is difficult to define the "minimum video distortion" in the process of channel assignment. Hence, we map the index of "minimum video distortion" to "optimal network congestion" 2 . Specifically, we assume a linear programming (19) method to obtain approximate solutions of the optimal channel assignment. In this formulation, we define (r in l − r out l ) as the factor of network congestion, and the corresponding constraints remain identical to (17) and (18) .
The sketch of the proposed Channel Assignment Algorithm (CAA) is provided in Table I . The optimal channel assignment solution A is computed by solving the linear programming equation (19) . During the execution of CAA, if there is a link l from node n to node m, then N c records the number of the common channels in nodes n and m, while N n and N m record the number of available network interfaces of node n and m, respectively. N fc represents the number of the required channels which is determined by the corresponding allocated rate in the selected link l and the number of available network interfaces. Note that the congestion weight of channel c in link l is u c l , which can be defined as:
When assigning a channel c to link l, r c l amount of stream is allocated, and can be updated during the execution of the CAA 3 . Remark: The purpose of choosing a channel with the smallest congestion weight is to make the channels assigned to spatially close nodes as different as possible [5] . Note that in the replacement procedure of ChannelAssignment (please see the steps 12, 17, 21, and 35 in Table I ), we always use the selected channel to replace the channel with the largest congestion weight. In the worst case, the algorithm will eventually stop after passing through all N nodes. 
Let i be the channel with the smallest interference among channels in A(n) ∪ A(m); 28:
Let i be the channel with the largest interference in A(n); 29:
Replace i by i; 30:
endfor 32: endwhile 33: endif 34: while(N f c > 0) 35: Assign nodes having unassigned network interface with the channels having the smallest congestion weight among channels assigned to their neighboring nodes; 36: endwhile
B. Joint Rate Allocation and Multi-Path Routing
Here, we employ multi-path routing with the goal of finding multiple potential paths to minimize the total system congestion induced by each user. Motivated by [22] , we consider dividing the total rate increment of each video stream
Assuming that (k − 1) of the K paths and their increments are already known, path P k s and its increment can be determined to achieve the minimal congestion. The average delay on each link is proportional to 1/P T A l using the M/G/1 queuing model:
where r 
Actually, this is also equal to optimizing the increase congestion in the total network:
(23) The approximation holds when R k s is small, which also restricts the traffic assignment for R k s to be assigned to other paths other than P k s . This results in a sub-optimal solution to (22) , but since the increment is small, the degradation in performance is expected to be insignificant.
Therefore, the optimal allocation of increment R k s can be realized by finding a path P k s from source to destination minimizing the increase congestion in the network. Since only links in P k s make a change, the optimization problem becomes:
We now jointly consider routing and rate allocation problem by optimally allocating rate to each video stream among multiple paths. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the optimal solution to (15) are the allocated rate to each stream should meet the boundary condition exactly:
where dD comp /dR s is derived from the video distortion model (15) as:
Therefore, the distortion reduction caused by increasing encoding rate by R k s is:
On the other hand, the slope of packet loss distortion increment dD loss /dR s can be expressed as:
r out l is also the cross-traffic which includes contributions from current traffic r out l and other video streams. Then, the resulting packet loss distortion increment D k loss can be approximated as:
Note that (29) is almost the same as the optimization formulation in (24) , and can be accumulated over the chosen links on one path. Remark: Given the packet loss distortion increment D • Source s: determine the optimal path distribution for each source max(x, 0) , and λq(t) is the step size.
• Link l: determine the optimal traffic in each link
where λ R (t) is the step size.
• Channel c: determine the minimum congestion in each channel
decision by comparing these two quantities. The allocated rate will be increased by R
loss . Therefore, the rate control algorithm can continue until it reaches the optimal rate that achieves a balance between the rate increment and network congestion [19] .
C. Distributed Scheduling Scheme
Based on the given channel assignment, the joint rate allocation and routing algorithms, DMDS scheme is provided to present an optimal scheduling scheme for video transmission over multi-channel multi-radio multi-hop wireless networks. The main challenges in designing DMDS are how to select optimal channels, paths as well as allocated rates to ensure the performance is both stable and optimal. We illustrate the interplay between the source, link and channel in Table II . For DMDS, each channel computes the congestion weight to make the channels assigned to spatially close nodes as different as possible, each link calculates the rates to achieve a balance between the rate increment and network congestion, and each source determines the optimal path distribution to achieve minimum video distortion. Specifically, congestion weight message is fed back from the channels to the links to avoid network congestion, queue length message is from the links to the sources to prevent the source rates from exceeding the transmission ability, and rate allocation and routing message is from the sources to the links to achieve the optimal performance. Specifically, the sources send all of the links with path discovery messages, which are relayed by the intermediate nodes on the control channel. At each intermediate node, the path discovery messages contain the information of congestion weight and queue length related to every possible stream between the source and intermediate nodes. Then, the intermediate node extends the path as the source does. Upon reception of path discovery messages from the destinations, the sources determine the possible paths based on the feedback from the links, in form of queue length, rate increment and congestion weight. In particular, the source minimizes the total distortion while balancing the congestion of channels and links.
Remark: From Table II , it can be found that the computations at the sources are linear with the number of sources, while the computations at the links and channels do not grow with the number of sources. Specifically, determining the minimum congestion channel takes a constant time O(N f ). The complexity of finding optimal traffic in each link is O(N n ·N ), since each node n ∈ N is equipped with N n interfaces. The complexity caused by all the links is
In addition, the complexity of multiple-path routing for each source s ∈ S is a constant O(N (s)). Therefore, for each source s ∈ S, the computation complexity of all the users is O (S · N (s) ). Therefore, the total computation complexity
Proposition 1: DMDS scheme converges to the joint global optimum M of (15) for sufficiently small queue length step size λ q and rate increment step size λ R .
Proof: Please see Appendix.
IV. SIMULATION OF THE DMDS SCHEME
In this section, we conduct extensive simulations to study the performance of the proposed DMDS scheme in multichannel multi-radio multi-hop wireless networks. Concerning the unreliable control channels, we use retransmission mechanism to ensure that the information exchange between each node is available. In addition, we employ the mechanism introduced in [27] and [28] to implement reliable control channel and node synchronization, respectively. To simulate the video applications, two HD (High-Definition) sequences (City and Tennis) are used to represent video with dramatically different levels of motion activities. In terms of HD video, the sequence has spatial resolution of 1280 × 720 pixels, and the frame rate of 60 frames per second. Video stream is encoded using a fast implementation of H.264/AVC codec at various quantization step sizes, with GOP (Group Of Pictures) length of 25 and IBBP... structure similar to that often used in MPEG-2 bitstreams. Encoded video frames are segmented into packets with maximum size of 1500 bytes, and the transmission intervals of each packet in the entire GOP are spread out evenly, so as to avoid unnecessary queuing delay due to the large sizes of intra coded frames. In the following, we set T = 300ms, P B = 1%, and α = 350 unless otherwise specified.
To study the characteristics of the proposed DMDS scheme, we experiment with the setting of S = 4, N = 10, L = 15, N f = 2, N n = 2. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 3 . It can be observed from Fig. 3 that the curves follow an increasing concave trajectory, converging close to the optimum in less than 15 iterations. While the graphs in Fig. 3 are for one particular initial condition, we have done simulations for a variety of initial conditions to verify that the convergence time is independent of the initial conditions. In addition, it should be noted that, in all experiments, we start with an initial routing configuration (i.e. the earliest path known by the source) that splits the traffic evenly among the paths for each source-destination pair. For background stream, it is generated according to an on/off source model with exponential distribution of staying time, and average rates between 0 and 0.2 · r in l for each link. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed scheme, DMDS is benchmarked against other two popular scheduling schemes for multi-channel multi-radio wireless networks : i) Maximum Throughput Scheduling (MTS) introduced in [5] , in which this scheme seeks for a feasible end-to-end rate allocation vector along with feasible channel assignment to achieve optimal throughput; ii) Provably-Efficient Maximal Scheduling (PEMS) introduced in [2] , in which a distributed on-line algorithm is provided to achieve a provable fraction of the maximum system capacity. Fig. 4 shows the first 200 frames achieved by four users requesting two different video clips under the given network realization. From Fig. 4 , we can see that compared to MTS and PEMS schemes, our proposed DMDS scheme has a considerable performance advantages. That is because the above competing schemes only consider the rate maximization or throughput optimum, while our scheme aims at minimum video distortion by jointly considering the characteristics of network and video. Note that some of the frame's PSNR values of MTS and PEMS may be higher than that of our proposed DMDS scheme, however without any significant performance improvement compared to the video quality of our proposal.
Then, we test the proposed DMDS scheme in a dynamic environment where users can join or leave the given network randomly. We start with 4 users (two are City and two are Tennis). At time t = 2s, we add 4 new users (two are City and two are Tennis), and at time t = 8s, we randomly remove 2 users (one is City and one is Tennis). Fig. 5 presents the average PSNR for original 4 users obtained by proposed DMDS scheme. From Fig. 5 , an interesting observation can be found that our proposed DMDS scheme can achieve a satisfying average performance in this dynamic environment, however, the performance differences between each frame and each video vary dramatically. Meaning that the distortionfairness property of DMDS is not so good. For example, the standard derivation of each frame for user-1 is 1.29 dB, and the average performance difference between user-3 and user-4 is 1.20 dB. In some cases, distortion-fairness is also an important issue for video transmission, especially for multi-user wireless environments. Given the above simulation results, a natural question arises: can we develop a distributed distortion-fairness scheduling algorithm that can take into account different video contents based on the proposed DMDS scheme? In the next section, we will study this problem.
V. EXTENSION: MEDIA-AWARE DISTORTION-FAIRNESS DISTRIBUTED SCHEDULING SCHEME
Nowadays, there exists lots of fairness strategies in terms of bandwidth sharing and demand satisfaction [5] , [15] . However, users care about QoS rather than the bandwidth or demand, and the same QoS may need different bandwidth or demand according to different video contents. In this section, we propose a media-aware distortion-fairness strategy which is aware of the characteristics of video frames and ensures maxmin distortion fair sharing among video steams based on the proposed DMDS scheme.
A. Media-Aware Distortion-Fairness Strategy
The procedure of the Media-Aware Distortion-Fairness (MADF) strategy is as follows. Sources send messages indicating the importance of each frame to the links, then the sources and links cooperatively decide the optimal threshold of dropping frames for each user, where the frames with less importance than the threshold will be dropped [25] . The scheduling scheme and the distortion metrics in the application layer are the same as the proposed DMDS scheme. The resulting MADF strategy, in which the sources and links can cooperate with others such that the end-to-end distortion fairness as well as satisfying video quality are achieved among users. Here we define the importance of each frame based on the inter-frame motion as [23] , while taking into account of the prediction structures of the frames. It is worth noting that each shared link decides a common distortion threshold of dropping frames for all users for the case of multiple users sharing links, therefore, each user can satisfy the distortion caused by the congestion. The same threshold of dropping frames makes each user experiences a max-min fairness distortion [25] . Fig. 6 illustrates the architecture of the MADF with dropping frame strategy that exchanges information between the sources and links.
The core procedure of MADF strategy is to find the optimal threshold of dropping frames for each user. First, each link finds an equal distortion level to its users that are not marked with "Flag" and each user sets its frame dropping level as the most stringent one over all the links on its path. Second, if the link is bottlenecked based on its users' updated dropping level, the link marks itself and the users mark it "Flag", and other links drop corresponding frames of the users marked "Flag". Third, the iteration goes to another round. In this way, it is possible to make each user gets distortion as low as possible and fairly, and the distortion of the user who experiences most stringent bottleneck is minimized. Therefore, we can achieve the max-min distortion fairness share. The detail operation of MADF is presented in Table III . Remark: The work in [25] is similar to our media-aware distortion-fairness strategy; however, the main focus of [25] is how to optimize the congested network, whereas our work aims at reducing the distortion unfairness in specific wireless setting. The authors of [5] develop a proportional fair endto-end rate allocation for multi-radio wireless mesh networks by introducing Demand Satisfaction Factor (DSF). The DSF of a session is defined as the ratio between the rate actually allocated to that session and its traffic demand. In fact, the algorithm in [5] just considers the demand-fair for each user, and does not consider the characteristics of video streaming. We refer the readers to the discussions in the Introduction part regarding the difference between our work and [5] , [25] and the potential implications.
Proposition 2: The additional number of iterations induced by MADF is at most the number of bottlenecks, where the bottleneck is counted in the same network where all the streams are fully elastic without any upper bound.
Proof: In each iteration, there will be at least a link whose current threshold will not change in the next iteration, and such link is a link which would be fully utilized if the streams on it are fully elastic without any upper bound.
Next we consider the cost (penalty) function D(z l , z l ) when MADF is employed. (14) can be rewritten as
From (30), each link will keep updating its state information, unless the performance difference of employing the proposed dropping frame algorithm becomes small. Hence, in the proposed MADF strategy, assume the difference between the current strategy z s and the previous strategy z s for user s The frame queuing in link l whose importance level below the threshold z l is dropped; 09:
Recalculates the threshold z l for the update queue; 10:
Link l is set 'Flag=TRUE'; 12:
User relevant to l is set 'Flag=TRUE' and zs =max {z l , z l }; 13:
The frame dropping level is set zs =max z l over all the links on its path; 17:
User s is set 'Flag=TRUE'; 18: else 19:
User s drops the frames whose importance is less than zs; 20: endif 21: Procedure DistributedScheduling 22: The same to the DMDS scheduling presented in Table II; 
B. Numerical Results
In order to provide a meaningful comparison between our proposed MADF approach and other alternative approaches, we consider the use of the recent Max-Min Guaranteed Maximum Throughput (MMGMT) and Proportional Fair Endto-End (PFEE) schemes introduced in [5] , and the proposed DMDS scheme in Section III as comparison systems. For each simulation, we generate end-to-end communication streams with random source and destination nodes. 5 users transmit different videos concurrently: user-1 sends video clip City; user-2 sends Mobile; user-3 sends Mother; user-4 sends View; user-5 sends Tennis. The traffic demand for each communication stream for all the schemes is given by a random number uniformly distributed in [0.2r Table IV . It should be noted that all the simulation results in this subsection have been obtained using 300 runs in order to obtain statistically meaningful average values. Based on the given objective simulation results, there are two main observations:
• With regards to the average PSNR value, MADF achieves a satisfying performance. Its performance is comparable to that of DMDS, and much better than those of MMGMT and PFEE schemes. For example, the average performance differences between MADF and DMDS for 5 users in two scenarios are only 0.2 dB and 0.1 dB, respectively. However, compared to MMGMT and PFEE schemes, the proposed MADF scheme can achieve 1.7 dB and 1.7 dB performance improvement for scenario-1, and 1.9 dB and 1.8 dB for scenario-2. That is to say, MADF is derived from DMDS, and holds the basic characteristics of DMDS.
• With regards to the PSNR derivation value, MADF has the best constant performance. We can observe that although DMDS scheme globally achieves the best PSNR performance, it results in a severe unfairness on performance. In addition, MMGMT and PFEE schemes also consider the fairness problems in scheduling, and they can achieve certain performance improvement compared to DMDS scheme. However, MMGMT and PFEE schemes do not consider the content of video, as expected, their performances are worse than the proposed MADF scheme.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have developed fully distributed scheduling schemes that jointly solve the channel-assignment, rate allocation, routing and fairness problems for video streaming over multi-channel multi-radio networks. Unlike conventional scheduling schemes focus on optimal system throughput or scheduling efficiency, our work aims at achieving minimal video distortion and certain fairness by jointly considering media-aware distribution and network resource allocation. Extensive simulation results are provided which demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed schemes.
The results in this paper have some interesting implications on the practical use of multi-radio multi-channel multi-hop wireless networks, i.e., multimedia sensor network is a good example. As we know, current sensor networks due to their limit transmit capacities can hardly transmit large amount of multimedia data concurrently. Multi-channel multi-radio technique is a direction to provide a satisfying multimedia service in wireless sensor networks. In addition, 3GPP LTE (Long Term Evolution) system using relay is also an example. As we know, LTE uses OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) for the downlink, in which the transmitter sends information over a large number of sub-carriers [2] . So it can be viewed as a special type of multi-channel multi-radio multi-hop wireless system. Therefore, our proposed video scheduling scheme for multi-channel multi-radio multi-hop wireless networks is eager to have large application ground.
For future work, we plan to study some practical issues for implementing the proposed schemes. Note that in real video transmission over multi-channel multi-radio systems, additional works need to be developed in order to: i) reduce the dependence of the video content for scheduling scheme can automatically adapt; ii) simplify the scheduling scheme, especially the channel and link information exchange and feedback; iii) extend the results to more practical systems (e.g., OFDM) and channel models (e.g., heterogeneous channels). In our ongoing work, we plan to carefully address these open problems and study their impacts on the actual multi-channel multi-radio systems. 
So far, (35) can be decoupled with three sub-problems as follows:
• Each source s:
where q l (t) is the queue length of link l at time slot t.
• Each link l:
• Each channel c: 
The Lagrangian dual function L d (φ, κ) is defined as the maximized L (D all , M, φ, κ) over D all and M for given φ and κ. Each source can compute an optimizer D
